
I am a concerned voting resident of the city of Salem.  

Some questions to answer as far as the legality of declaring an emergency with HB3063: 

Has the governor declared a state of public health emergency?  

Is ORS.433.441 being followed? 

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/ABOUT/TaskForce/Documents/ors-chapter-431.pdf 

Is “EMERGENCY DECLARATIONS GUIDELINES for LOCAL ELECTED and APPOINTED OFFICIALS” from the 

Oregon Office of Emergency Management being followed? 

https://www.oregon.gov/oem/Documents/decl_guide.pdf 

In the nomenclature for the bill and the amendments, it states declaring an emergency. Under what authority is this 

emergency being declared? State statutes are being violated. 

I propose House Bill 3063 be changed to remove anything relating to this Bill being created due to an emergency. Also 

remove, this Bill being proposed for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and safety (this proposed bill 

is disturbing the peace of this state, health and safety claims are not based on logic or research but on fear and greed) 

Proposed changes lined through. New additions italicized 

A BILL FOR AN ACT Relating to health care; creating new provisions; amending ORS 433.102, 433.267, 433.269 and 

433.273; and declaring an emergency 

SECTION 8. This 2019 Act being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public 

peace, health and safety, an emergency is declared to exist, and this 2019 Act takes effect 

on its passage. 

 

I propose this amendment be changed to 

HB 3063-2 

(LC 2452) 

3/7/19 (SCT/ps) 

Requested by Representative HAYDEN 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 

HOUSE BILL 3063 

 “(A) A signature from a health care practitioner verifying that the 

published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention health care practitioner has reviewed, under penalty of 

fine or lawsuit,  with the parent, the information included on the vaccine inserts including all risks, side effects, 

contraindications and warnings and VAERS data concerning the vaccines.” And the vaccine educational module 

approved by the authority pursuant to rules adopted under ORS 433.2 

 

“SECTION 11. This 2019 Act being necessary for the immediate 

preservation of the public peace, health and safety, an emergency is 

declared to exist, and this 2019 Act takes effect on its passage.”. 

 

Thank you for your time and taking into consideration the legality of this bill regarding it being an emergency and the 

ethics of not providing potential recipients of these products, what they are potentially purchasing and injecting in their 

body. Most people do not buy a car without knowing its’ features, or food without knowing the ingredients especially if 

allergic or sensitive. Cigarettes and alcohol have warning labels on them and so do vaccines, why are vaccine warnings 

not required to be shared with potential recipients? I do believe that might be a violation of consumer law.   

 

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/ABOUT/TaskForce/Documents/ors-chapter-431.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/Documents/decl_guide.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/Documents/decl_guide.pdf


Thank you sincerely and I know this is hard to make a moral decision as to segregating children but if you have a moral 

compass, I am sure you would sleep better by killing the bill.  

A seriously concerned citizen 

3/12/2019 


